
How fraudsters forge documents
to bypass KYC & compliance checks   

PART II 

FRAUD CYCLE



The fraud cycle

In the first part we’ve been writting about data theft tactics. We’ve shown 

you how fraudsters extract data, what the most common data theft

strategies are, and what you can do to avoid credential and

information theft.

In this part we are going to share our knowledge and

experience about ID forgery. You'll learn the most commonexperience about ID forgery. You'll learn the most common

documents fraudsters are forging, and how to tell a legit ID

from a false one.



”We Sell High Quality Fake Passports Online

We all desire to go to another nation, but in order to fly, we need a We all desire to go to another nation, but in order to fly, we need a 

passport. If you enjoy travelling and require a passport, [organization 

name]  is here to provide the fake passport for sale or allow you to buy a 

real passport online. By using our services, we can make your foreign 

journey go smoothly. This should go through the finest plan possible in 

order to get the best results when it comes to passport verification and 

other tasks.

  

You will be able to travel throughout the world without difficulty. Of course, 

our service to buy passports online aids in obtaining an international travel 

permission. This is appropriate for producing excellent results by relying on 

average user reviews.” 

Do you think, that 
buying a fake 
document online 
is hard? 
This is what we’ve found on a
random darknet forum:
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As we see It’s rather easy to buy fraudulent documents online. There are 

multiple places where criminals offer forging passports, identity cards or 

other documets. Forged documents are getting more sophisticated, 

making it harder to spot forgeries. 

 As a result, it is more important than ever for your company to have an 

identity authentication system in place that can protect you from fraud 

and keep you compliant with KYC checks.
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Forged Documents

Forging documents involves changing existing documents by adding, Forging documents involves changing existing documents by adding, 

deleting, or substituting information. The changes may be simple, like 

changing the date of birth or expiry date, or complex, like changing 

the country of residence or inserting real pages from another original 

document. Fraudsters use special tools to "scrub" all the information 

from these documents and replace it with false information.

 

When fraudsters alter property documents, they typically add new clauses 

or remove critical information. In the case of agreements, they often add 

information at the end of the document where there is any unused space. 

In the case of documents, they typically use a special whitener to cover up 

any changes made to the existing text. 
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Blank Stolen Documents

All original documents start as blanks. Fraudsters "personalize" them All original documents start as blanks. Fraudsters "personalize" them 

by attaching the supply chain of the document and filling in false 

information. These kinds of fraud involve heavy coordination among 

the fraudster network, and they are very difficult to identify at first 

sight. However, fraudsters cannot replicate every single piece of 

information, including specific security marks, watermarks, and 

stamps that are unique to every document. Using such a technique, 

fraudsters can even prepare a bank statement.

 
Forged documents are getting more sophisticated, making it harder to 

spot forgeries. As a result, it is more important than ever for your company 

to have an identity authentication system in place that can protect you 

from fraud and keep you compliant with KYC checks.
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Counterfeiting Original Identity

False documents may be created by using a template of the original False documents may be created by using a template of the original 

document and filling in the details as they need. Counterfeiting 

identity is one of the most common document frauds. In this, the 

fraudsters use a template of the original document and fill in the 

details as they need, making the final document resemble almost 

original. For example, to the naked eye, a fake passport may look like 

an original passport; however, on closer inspection, it will lack some of 

the security features unique to that passport.

 

When people are onboarded, a lot of their documents need to be 

verified. People will try to pass off fake documents as original ones, 

especially during the customer due diligence process. The 

onboarding software should have a provision for scanning all the 

documents for specific security features to reveal that they are fake.
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Compromised or Sample Documents Misused

Government-issued identity cards and other legal documents can be 

found online, in presentations, and elsewhere. Fraudsters alter these 

documents and insert specific information to make them look like the 

original.

Visual document authenticity techniques can help you identify font Visual document authenticity techniques can help you identify font 

anomalies and digital tampering like modified ID photos or tampered 

pixels, etc.

Camouflage Documents or Fantasy documents

If you see misspelled country names such as Utopia, or unknown places like 

Greice in a document, it is clear that the document is 

falsified/camouflaged. Fraudsters use such tricky words that are very close 

to the original to tag false issuing authorities in the document. It is very 

easy to slip these obvious fake entries.

Advanced visual document authentication techniques, when used in Advanced visual document authentication techniques, when used in 

conjunction with a country-specific list of issuing authorities and states, 

can help identify these documents as fakes.
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Fraudulently Obtained Document

People sometimes use other people's photos without permission to 

obtain identification documents. To make sure an identification 

document is valid, you might have to ask the person who has it to 

take a new picture in front of your own verification device.

Imposter Document

The most common form of identity theft is when a fraudster uses The most common form of identity theft is when a fraudster uses 

somebody else's identity to open a new account. By taking a photo of 

the applicant and comparing it to their photo ID, you can ensure that 

the person opening an account is who they say they are.

Our suite of lending and onboarding solutions combined with a bank Our suite of lending and onboarding solutions combined with a bank 

statement analyzer can help your institution identify fraud or fake 

documents. The document identification framework provided by 

Fully-Verified can validate documents, extract their data, and do so 

automatically — saving you time.
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Data 
consistency fail

Visual 
authenticity fail

Data 
validation fail 

16% 29% 55%

Document fraud attack type 
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Data consistency Visual authenticity Data Validation

National Identity Cards are no longer as 

commonly targeted as passports.

In the past, identity documents like National Identity Cards were most In the past, identity documents like National Identity Cards were most 

commonly used to commit fraud. National Identity Cards made up 

half of the ten most fraudulent papers in our database. This is 

because they're easier to fake, and they lack security features — they 

weren't designed for international travel. 

But this year, passports are dominating our list of most frequently But this year, passports are dominating our list of most frequently 

attacked documents. This points to a shift in fraudsters' behavior. 

They've moved on from attacking identity documents that are easier 

to fake and that have fewer security features.

Belgium Passport

Documented forgery % Document name

USA Passport

Spain Passport

Poland Identity Card

Germany Residence Permit

UK & Northen Ireland Passport

0 3 6 9 12
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Data consistency Visual authenticity Data Validation

Fraudsters like one-sided papers.

 

When it comes to identification documents, we're faced with two When it comes to identification documents, we're faced with two 

distinct documents: Passports and IDs. While both serve as proof of 

identity, they are different in their design and purpose. A passport is 

only one-sided—it has personal information on one page; an ID card 

has personal information on both the front and back of the 

document. When we perform a Document Verification check, we 

require users to submit two photos of a National Identity Card (one of 

both the front and back), but only one photo of a passport. So making 

a fake passport requires less effort for fraudsters because they only 

have to edit or recreate one part of their document. Turns out, 

fraudsters always look for attacks that require minimum effort and 

maximum return.

Fraudsters believe a passport's reputation will open doors.

 

Many people consider passports to be high-assurance proofs. A Many people consider passports to be high-assurance proofs. A 

passport often needs to be accompanied by a National Identity 

Document in order to be issued. This gives us a unique insight into the 

psychology of fraudsters: they opt to submit fake passports over other 

identity documents, hoping that their fake passports will pass off as 

authentic ones.
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Data consistency Visual authenticity Data Validation

Why do fraudsters fake certain documents?

Because fraudsters fake documents from certain countries 

depending on loopholes in those countries' document security 

systems—and because some countries have more loopholes than 

others—document security levels vary by jurisdiction.

Low document security

Half of the most forged documents are national ID cards. In some Half of the most forged documents are national ID cards. In some 

countries, these documents have fewer security 

features—watermarks, holograms, stamps—than documents 

intended for international travel, making them easier to forge.

Legal loopholes

Criminals use loopholes in the law to forge documents without Criminals use loopholes in the law to forge documents without 

legal consequences. For instance, according to one of our experts, 

Forging or creating any official document for use or sale is 

prohibited, according to Article 327 of the Russian Criminal Code. 

There is a weakness in the law, nevertheless, which prevents 

prosecution if it cannot be shown that the forger intended to use or 

sell the forged documents. This gap allows criminals to fake papers 

with impunity, and companies that do this work in the open.
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Data consistency Visual authenticity Data Validation

Low privacy awareness among citizens. 

Different countries have different data privacy regulations. The GDPR Different countries have different data privacy regulations. The GDPR 

is a stringent data protection law in Europe, and 67% of its residents 

are aware of it. Only half of the nations in other regions of the world, 

such as Africa, have adopted data protection rules, leaving many 

Africans defenseless in the case of a data breach. Citizens are more 

likely to disclose their personal information onto dubious websites 

that sell data on the dark web in the absence of adequate personal 

data protection regulations.

 

Citizens are not following the law.

 We see more fraud attempts from countries where citizens tend to  We see more fraud attempts from countries where citizens tend to 

break the law. The World Justice Project ranks countries according to 

how well their laws are upheld and how fairly they are enforced. 

Countries at the top of the list include Denmark, Norway, and Finland. 

Countries at the bottom of the list include Venezuela, Cambodia, 

and Cameroon—and we experience a lot more fraud attempts from 

these countries.
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How Fully-Verified 
detects fake ID 
documents
The first step of a proper identity verification process is the collection 

of user’s data. Usually, upon creating an account, the user is required 

to provide information such as: 

• first and last name, 

• date of birth, • date of birth, 

• identity document number, 

• personal identification number

The of course personal information required can differ depending on 

the industry or sector in which a company operates.

Proper data authentication is one of the critical steps in any identity Proper data authentication is one of the critical steps in any identity 

verification process. During that step, data from the user’s identity 

document is extracted. In the case of digital verification solutions, 

several technologies and software can be used, such as OCR which 

extracts data from photos of users’ identity documents to validate 

data and ensure that the document wasn’t altered, either digitally or 

manually. 
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During Ownership confirmation & document validation step, it is 

essential to eliminate the risk of identity theft and the possibility of 

performing transactions without the identity document’s rightful 

owner’s authorization.   One of the most effective and quickest ways 

to confirm the ownership of the ID is a biometric check, such as Face 

Verification. That’s also when solutions such as liveness detection and 

human supervision come to play, eliminating the risk of fraudulent 

attempts.

It is also important to choose an identity verification method that 

excludes the risk of using a fraudulent or forged document. This is 

when security features checks and ID document comparisons with 

official government-issued templates are performed. 

Further steps can be performed to obtain and verify additional data 

depending on business needs.

Some examples of additional steps that can be performed are:Some examples of additional steps that can be performed are:

• Proof of Address check wich allows confirming the customer’s 

residential address

• PEP and Sanctions Lists or other databases checks

• Phone number confirmation which enables secure transaction 

authentication
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How do Fully-Verified
prevent businesses from 
identity fraud 
 Our services were designed from the beginning to eliminate all the previously  Our services were designed from the beginning to eliminate all the previously 

mentioned fraud attempts while at the same time maximizing pass rates. Each 

user going through our identity verifications, which involves their documents and 

identity check.  It means that we verify whether the document shown is genuine 

i.e. is not a spoof, there’s no digital or physical tampering done and whether the 

physical document is present i.e. is not a screenshot.

 For you, it means even if fraudsters were able to obtain any stolen data and  For you, it means even if fraudsters were able to obtain any stolen data and 

forge document, they would not be able to use it in our process because our 

system would be able to quickly pick it up.
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